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Abstract
A broadcast network is a capaciated directed acyclic graph with all source messages
collocated at a single source node. Broadcast networks are network coding models for contentdelivery networks. A special class of broadcast networks, known as the combination networks,
are network coding models for efficient and robust access of distributed/cloud storage
systems. For broadcast networks, the standard cut-set bounds, which are known to be loose in
general, are closely related to union as a specific set operation to combine the basic cuts of the
network. In this talk, we present a new set of network coding bounds for general broadcast
networks. These bounds combine the basic cuts of the network via a variety of set operations
(not just the union) and are established via only the submodularity of the Shannon entropy. The
tightness of these bounds are demonstrated via applications to several combination networks.
This is a joint work with Amir Salimi and Shuguang (Robert) Cui, both from Texas A&M.
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